
The view from Hong Kong

It may be that readers are sick of hearing about sectional timings having

had much greater authorities than me – Brough Scott and James

Willoughby – writing about them in recent issues of the Klarion.

However, I would just like to add my tuppence worth from experience in

Hong Kong.

In Hong Kong racing, sectional timing is perhaps the most sought-

after piece of information when one studies the running of various races

that your horse might have run in or on which you might have bet. The

times for each 400m section (I have to say that I am not convinced that

you need times per furlong because that plays to the excuses of the racing

authorities e.g., how do you interpret 16 pieces of sectional information

in a two-mile race?) are posted on the HKJC website within 20 minutes

of the completion of the race. 

Each week in the Racing Post (our version, not the one fixated with

banning essential equipment) the form guide shows against each horse its

times for its last six runs as well as the best time that it has run the

distance and track. Moreover, and this is something else British racing

should be publishing, it also gives the weight of each horse on race day,

its weight at its last six runs and its weight when it last won. As with

times, weight information is essential. There is a huge difference when

two horses are carrying top weight in a handicap (133lb in Hong Kong)

and one weighs 1250lb while the other is 1000lb. Ability might well win

out, but if all else is equal the bigger guy has an advantage.

Sectional times for each two furlongs, I think, would be perfectly

adequate in the UK. For five and seven-furlong races the data for the

first furlong would be broken out separately. The quirks of the tracks

and maybe the quirks of jockeys would become obvious to owners,

trainers and punters very quickly. The technology is undoubtedly

available and I can’t see any arguments against. I know UK racing is all

about tradition but this lack of information is just positively archaic. 

While I am on, can I also commend the suggestion recently made, and

again supported by James Willoughby, about introducing time trials at

lower levels of the sport (I think the grouping being suggested was 0-60

handicaps). This is very similar to barrier trials in Hong Kong and the

southern hemisphere. They are a good source of information to all

concerned about the quality and fitness of the horses which take part.

I would only add one suggestion: introduce these for unraced two-

year-olds. In Australia and New Zealand two-year-olds can have four or

five trials before running in a full race. It is good education, especially at

the barriers, and it diminishes greenness in first-time out juveniles.

Having them at the tracks instead of the gallops at home increases

dramatically the educational benefits (as well as giving a glimpse to all

concerned of which animals might be real misbehavers). 

When it comes to racing information the rest of the world leaves the

UK trailing in the dust.

JIM WALKER
Hong Kong

MARK REPLIES: Kickback is dominated this month by the subject of
sectional timing and Jim Walker, owner of Monticello, Rampant Lion and
the unraced Austrian School added his ‘tuppence worth from experience in
Hong Kong’.

I agree with virtually everything that has been said in the Klarion on
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sectional timing and I believe it is an opportunity missed to market the
sport to those who could become life-long racing fans if we encourage them
to develop a deeper understanding of the many intricacies of racing.

I do not entirely agree, however, that we should bombard the public with
information and Jim’s call for weights to be published is a prime example. I
have had a weighing machine (we now have three, sophisticated
weighbridges) since soon after I started training as my brief spell training
whippets as a teenager and my interest in greyhound racing throughout
those years had taught me the value of weighing dogs and horses as an aid
in assessing levels of fitness.

The information is still, of course, open to interpretation – I don’t think
I agree with Jim’s view that a heavier horse is invariably better at carrying a
high weight – but that in itself promotes interest, debate, and provides an
opportunity for presenters, like James Willoughby, to entertain the public
with their take on things.

However, it is essential that any data gathered and passed on to the
public as facts, should be accurate and gathered in a reasonably scientific
manner. Sectional times, whether gathered by a trig point tracking device or
GPS, are facts. Weights, when recorded by the Hong Kong Jockey Club at
Sha Tin or even Happy Valley are, I assume, an accurate assessment of the
animal’s true body weight and can be compared with previous starts and
with the weight of other horses I understand from Jim that they are recorded
the day before racing and published with the form. But weights recorded on
British tracks would be wildly inaccurate and totally misleading.

In Britain, horses are trained all over the country, they travel vastly
different distances to the races, arrive at different times, and travelling
conditions vary dramatically from day to day. Even journeys from the same
yard to the same track for the same horse might produce significantly
different degrees of weight loss.  When I started training I soon found that
weight fluctuations were so great, even over the course of a day in some
individuals, and I realised that we must weigh at the same time of day each
time and never on the day of travel. Our horses are weighed the day before
travelling to the races and the day after returning from the race and always
between 4.30 and 6pm. 

Weights taken without this consistency in technique are totally
misleading and, so far, I can’t see a way of gathering weights consistently
from participants on British racecourses. Maybe someone else can.

There are also many other examples of information already given to the
public about horses and their performances which I believe to be
misleading. When the public are told that a horse lost a shoe, they assume
this had a detrimental effect on the performance but, apart from the fact
that we do not know what effect running in three, or fewer, shoes might have
on different individuals, it is never pointed out that the vast majority of
shoes are lost after the line, when pulling up. 

Furthermore, many of the post-race reports which are given as if fact –
e.g. ‘unsuited by the ground or track’ – are no more than one person’s
opinion. They are misleading and, let’s face it, they may even have been
given with the intention to mislead.

So, if we are going to give the public more information about the
participants, let’s stick to verifiable facts.

Timings are essential

I have read with interest the excellent comments by both John Scanlon

and Brough Scott in your July edition of the Kingsley Klarion regarding
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the need for more widespread sectional timing. Iwrite as the founder of a

firm trying to plug this gap. 

As a racehorse owner, ex-director of the ROA and having worked

with data all my professional life, I felt I had the skill set to tackle what

Brough describes as his ‘lifelong bug bear’! 

The primary reason Trakus and Turf Trax isn’t widespread today is

cost. The timing technology pioneered by these firms is now quite old

and their cost is unaffordable with the daily volume of racing we have

today. The richest tracks do have Trakus, but they are approximately 25

of the world’s 200 major racecourses in a minority. Some racecourses

could afford it if they could see commercial value, but they can’t when

repairing the roof and driving ticket sales seems more of a priority.

The march of time and technology has meant that GPS systems are

now fit for purpose and their comparatively far lower cost means

racecourses can adopt timing for every horse in every race. 

This in turn opens up a rich dataset that bookmakers can use to build

new markets and products such as in-running betting. This paves the way

for proper commercial use of the information from which racecourses

and horsemen can earn incremental revenue.

TPD have been timing every runner at six major ARC tracks for the

past two years and among the 30,000 timed horses, we have published

data (on ATR’s website) on 48 Mark Johnston winners over the past

year. 

We will release stride pattern data in the coming weeks too! 

The BHA, to their credit, gave sectional timing a shove in 2014 when

they made funding available. Since then, it has been the racecourses and

their rights holders who have controlled the process of adopting this

technology. The punters, the horsemen, bookmakers and ITV are merely

the recipients of the content that the racecourses choose to offer them. 

So, as owners, you can elect to race your horses at racetracks that offer

statistical feedback as to how your horse used its energy via its speed,

stride length and seconds per furlong; or you can run at courses that still

don’t offer this – I know where I’d prefer to race! 

WILL DUFF GORDON
CEO Total Performance Data, London

Well done all!

I have enjoyed the Mark Johnston yard’s recent winners, particularly

Rusumaat and Khamaary, but also all those other winners which have

contributed to yet more success for the yard.  To go for 24 years on the

trot with more than 100 winners each season is a real achievement.

I always used to follow Sir Henry Cecil who at one stage was

consistently successful in a similar vein, so I am absolutely delighted for

all at MJR. And a special “well done” to Alan Tippling for his “Lifetime

in Racing Award”.

It was very interesting to read Mark’s thoughts in the July edition of

the Klarion about how the Royal Ascot meeting has changed over the

years.  I loved the “old” Ascot, but I do have to admit that the modern

version really is an absolutely incredible sight to see.  Good luck to

everybody there for Glorious Goodwood!

PETER HADDEN


